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exploration in Cueva de Tepepan
Zaragoza (TZ48), discovered in 2002.
The bottom of TZ48, at –480 meters,
is known to be only 100 meters from
upstream Coyolatl, a 20-kilometer re-
surgence cave explored by GSAB in
1985, but attempts to breach the windy
breakdown pile were unsuccessful.
However, in upstream TZ48 a new
tributary stream was found at the –430-
meter level and explored for 1.5 kilo-
meters both up- and downstream.
Constrictions stopped the team, but the
existing leads could be the key to
connecting Coyolatl with Aztotempa
(–700 meters and 4 kilometers) as well
as with the H31-35 system (–753 meters
and 5.75 kilometers). An interesting
downstream lead with good airflow also
awaits a return. TZ48 is now 5.5 kilo-
meters long.

Some old projects were continued:
In Cueva de los Sueños Perdidos
(TZ40), upstream exploration added
another 150 meters of tight passage,
ending at the bottom of a dome with no
visible ceiling, and in La Cueva
(TZ44), an additional 700 meters of
passage was surveyed, ending in termi-
nal breakdown at –274 meters.

A new cave, Cueva de la Promesa
(TZ62), was found and explored for
500 meters to a depth of 212 meters on
the last day of the expedition. A strong
wind makes this a prime objective for
the next trip. TZ62, according to the
survey, passes under nearby TZ40 and
beelines for the terminal breakdown
area at the bottom of TZ48, which it
could bypass.

Another large piece in the puzzle is
Cueva Esperanza (TZ57), found in
2003. The second part of the 2005 expe-
dition was dedicated to its exploration.
Various large drops were found: El
Tiburón, a 60-meter pit that drops into
the ceiling of a vast chamber 170 by
100 meters; Le puits des Météorites
(Meteorite Pit), a 110-meter drop that,
although rebelayed into three main
pitches, is descended one person at a
time due to dangerous rockfall; and a
long series of downclimbs in short wa-
terfalls that make for a taxing ascent on
the way out.

Two main leads remain in TZ57. A
big passage that was followed for 400
meters led to a vast room traversed by
a stream and containing large leads,
with strong wind. This could already be

Coyolatl, in one of its unexplored high
fossil sections, of which at least seven
levels are known to exist. The second
lead is off a loop near the bottom of the
cave, through a hole in the floor that
led to a 20-meter drop with very strong
wind. Using their last rope, the team
descended that drop, only to find an-
other one of unknown depth, with the
sound of a river below. This was later
determined to be located directly above
an upstream passage in Coyolatl ex-
plored 20 years before. Therefore the
junction between Cueva Esperanza and
Coyolatl is imminent.

TZ57 is now 2.5 kilometers long and
454 meters deep. Once it is connected
with Coyolatl, the system will be 23
kilometers long and 580 meters deep.
Source: Yvonne Droms, summarizing
an article in French by Richard Gre-
beude, Regards 60, May-June 2005.
See also the article on Coyolatl connec-
tion in this issue.

A group of four from the Société
Québécoise de Spéléologie participated
in a reconnaissance Mexpé 2005 in
April and May to areas southwest and
south of Sistema Tepepa [see AMCS
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